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COHOMOLOGY OF A HOPF ALGEBRA OVER Z2

Dedicated to Professor Kenichi Shiraiwa on his 60-th birthday

BY YUTAKA ANDO

Introduction

Let A—Z2\_xu x2, * 8 ]/(*Λ * 2

4, *3

4) be a truncated polynomial algebra hav-
ing a structure of a Hopf algebra over Z2, the prime field of characteristic 2,
with comultiplication

This comultiplication comes from the multiplication for matrices
1 rx rλ), and the Hopf algebra A is related to the Frobenius kernel U2 of
0 1 r2

,0 0 1 / J
the maximal nilpotent subgroup scheme U of GLZ, defined over an algebraically
closed field k of characteristic 2 (cf. W. Waterhouse [5]).

M. Tezuka constructed a DGA-algebra A over Z2 such that Z2->A(g)A is
an a cyclic ^4-comodule resolution of Z2 (unpublished) after N. Shimada and A.
Iwai [4], and A. Kono, M. Mimura and N. Shimada [3].

In this note we shall verify his result and calculate the cohomology
ExtA*(Z2, Z2) of the dual Hopf algebra A* which is known to be isomorphic to
the cohomology ring Cotor^(Z2, Z2)=H*{Λ) of the complex (A, d).

The author wishes to thank Professor N. Shimada for suggesting the topic
and Professor M. Mimura for his valuable suggestions and helps during the
preparation of the manuscript.

1. Notations and Preliminaries

Let L—Z2{xu %i2, x2, x2, XχX2, xZt x3

2} be the linear subspace of A spanned
by indicated elements, and sL denote a graded vector space over Z2 such that
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L if n = l

0 otherwise.

Then the suspension map s: L->sL is a vector space isomorphism. The images
of the elements in L by the suspension s are denoted by

L O O O

Λi Λ-i Λ2 Λ2 ΛiΛ2 Λ3 Λ3

I
s L α 0 <Zi 60 ^1 Λ ^o £1

π s
Let ^ : A — > L — > sL be the composite map of the canonical projection π

and the suspension s. Then θ is a linear map of degree 1.
Then we have A = Ker ΘQ)L, where

Ker # =

f X\

Denote by T(sL) the tensor algebra on the graded vector space sL over Z2.
Then

2. Construction of a DGA-algebra Λ

We define a map θKJθ: A->T(sL) by the following composition;

φ ®
θ\Jθ : A —> A®A > sL®sL cz^ T(sL)

where all the tensor products are over Z2.
Define a DGA-algebra over Z2

A=T(sL)/I

to be the quotient algebra of T(sL) by the two-sided ideal / generated by
0W0(Ker θ), the θ\Jθ image of Ker θ.

The augmentation ε: Λ->Z2 is naturally induced from that of T(sL).
The differential d: Λ^>Λ of degree 1 is defined as follows. Consider first

s"1

the natural section c: sL—>Lc+A such that θ c=lsL. Define J : sL-->sL(g)sL by
3,—(θ\Jθ) c, and extend this onto T{sL) as a derivation which is denoted by 3
also. We can verify the following

LEMMA 2.1. (1) J ( / ) c / ,

(2) 3-3=0 (mod/).
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Proof. As θ-c=lsL> we have 0 (1—*0)=O, and hence (1—ί#)-imagecKer θ,
it follows (0W0)((l-£0)-image)c/. Then we have

(mod/),

and hence

3 3 )=0 (mod/).

Therefore we have proved <?(/)=J(0U0(Ker 0))c/, and J JΞΞO (mod/) at a
time. q. e. d.

Thus the derivation 3 on T(sL) induces naturally a differential operator d
on A.

To investigate the products in A, we will list the basis elements of
0W0(Ker 0)=/ ( 2 ), the part of tensor degree 2 of the ideal /.

)=[fco, W ,

0U0(x1

fx8)=[α1, Co],

)=[αo > W ,
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#W#(any other monomial)=0.

Consequently we have seen that au b1 and cx commute with all elements
in A.

3. Twisted tesor product A®A

In the preceding section, we defined the differential algebra (A, d) over Z 2.
θ projection

Let θ be the composite map A-* sLc+T(sL) > A, then we can get the
relation d θ-\-ΘVJΘ=0 as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. So we can construct the
twisted tensor product A®$A with respect to θ (cf. E. H. Brown [2]). That
is, A®QA is an ^4-comodule with the differential operator

(3.1)

By the definition, this complex A(g)βA is isomorphic to A®(T{sA)/I) where
T(sΆ) is the cobar construction (cf. J. F. Adams [1]), and we denote A®$A by
(A®A, d).

For the simplicity, we denote x®l by x (x^A), l(g)Λ by λ (λ^A), and
d\l®A by d.

From (3.1) we have that

(3.2) dx^ao, dxx

2^=a1}

We know that the algebra A is generated by

{a0, aίt b0, blf a, c0, cx),

the basis elements of sL, and

(3.3) da^da^O, da^da^

, dcί=dc1=a1-b1
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4. Acyclicity of

We introduce the weight function w in A®Λ as follows.

(4.1) A Xι Xj2 X2 X22 XiX* Xz X% XχX2

3Xz

k

Λ α 0 fli 60 bι a Co Cι 0

w; 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 k

Further we put w(x®λ)=w(x)+w(λ).

Define filtration Fk = {x®λ\w(x®λ)^k).
Put E0(A(S)Λ)=ΣlFk/Fk-ί. Then we have from (3.2) and (3.3) that d(Fk)

C f t . So d induces differential operator d0 in E0(A<g)Λ).

PROPOSITION 4.2. (M. Tezuka) The twisted tensor product A® A is an acyclic

injective A-comodule resolution of Z2.

Proof, E0(A®Λ) has the following decomposition.

EQ(A(g>Λ)~Z2{x1, x2, XiX2}®T(a0f b0, a)

where Z2{xt, Xj} means the vector space over Z2 generated by xt and x3.
By (3.2) and (3.3) we have the following (cf. J .F. Adams [1]);

β*(Z2{xu x2, x1x2}®T(a0, b0, a), do)=O,

cύ-], d o ) = o ,

Cι-]y do)=0,

where ίί*= Σ H\
i>o

Thus we get the required result. q. e. d.

By definition we have

COROLLARY 4.3. #*(Λ)=Ker d/\m d^CotorA(Z2, Z2\
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Here we denoted the differential operator of A by d by abuse of notations.

5. Calculation

The purpose of this section is to determine H*(A).
First of all we prepare the following

L E M M A 5.1. dco

4=aίb1llaOf 6 0 ], <*].

Proof. Using (2.2), we can get

W, co

a]=fti[&o, [α0, άΏ

by a routine but tedious calculation. Substituting these to dc^={a1b
2-\-a0

2b1)c2

+Co2(a1bo2+ao

2bί), we have the above result. q. e. d.

We have the filtration Fk = {λ^A\w(λ)^k} using (4.1). To get the result we
consider the spectral sequence {Er{Λ), dr) associated with the filtration defined
above with Z 2 coefficient where dr is induced from d of Λ.

We know that ax and bι commute with all elements in A by (2.2). So we
have

Fo=Fo/F.ί=:T(aof bo, au K α)=T(fl0, b0, α)

By (2.2) and (4.1), c0 commutes with all elements in Eo also. Then we get

By (3.3), α0, ̂ o, fli and bx are permanent cycles, and doa=[ao, b*~\, doco=O,
and rfoci=θ.

Then we have

with dίCo^aobo, dιC0

2=0, and ^^1=0.
Subsequently

u cQ

2V(aobo),

with d2ci=αi&i, ^2Ci2=0, d2c
2—aλb

2jra2bu and ί/2Co4=O.
Then we have

E 3 = Z 2 [β 0 , βi, bo, W Θ ^ t / Λ ^o4]/(βo^o, flifci, a1b0

2-\-a0

2b1),

with ^3=0.
Thus we get £ 4 = £ 3 .
As Jci 2 =0, Ci2 is a permanent cycle. By Lemma 5.1 we have drc0

i=0
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(r^3) which follows that c0

4 survives forever, and we have

E4 = E5= -" = J 5 Ό O .

As dcγ—aιbι and da2=[_[_aQ, 60], «], Lemma 5.1 shows that
Consequently we have obtained the following

THEOREM 5.2. As an algebra over Z2

CθtOVA{Z2, Z2)^Z2\_UU U2, VU V2, Wίf Wtl/iUiVu U2V2,

where ux—{a<>), u2={aι), Vi — ibo}, v2—{bι}} wί={cQ

4-\-Cιda2}} and w2— {c*} denote

the respective cohomology classes of their representative cocycles.
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